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See what’s APPening in education

What’s
appening
Let’s face it. Apps are now an integral part of our everyday lives. We use
them to check the weather and check into a flight, to see when the next
bus is coming, record notes, read books, play games and much more.
A great outcome of the app revolution is the transformative learning
that apps can help foster. There are thousands of education apps in the
Windows marketplace from early learning “games” to study aids and
even apps that will help you manage the classroom, — with more being
published every day.
To get you started, we’ve curated a list of 100 education apps that we
hope you’ll find helpful. For even more, visit:

aka.ms/Apps4Edu
or go directly to the Windows Store.

Featured

Accessibility
Taptotalk

Dr. Seuss The Cat in the Hat
Dr. Seuss The Lorax

Visolve for Modern UI

Dress Chica

Art, Design, Photography

First Words With Phonics

Didlr
Doodle Pad
Fotor Color Splash Studio
Fresh Paint
Photo Editor
Tag Touch Art Gallery

Classroom Tools
Adobe Reader Touch
Blu Graphing Calculator
ClassPolicy
Flip for Windows 8

Endless Alphabet...
Guru Cool Play School
Kids Colors
Kids Shapes
Learn to Tell Time
My Baby Drum
My Baby Piano
Preschool Activities
Sherlock Holmes – The Blue Diamond Object
Game
Sprout’s Good Night Star

eReader and Textbooks
Blio

Haiku Learning

Cinch Learning

MasteryAssess

Free Books – 23,469 classics to go

MyHomework

HMH Readers

Nearpod
Note Anytime
OneNote
SkyDrive
Socrative
Shared Whiteboard
TeacherKit

History
Back in Time

Language Arts
English Club

Teq PD

Language Arts Grade 3

Early Learning

Language Arts Grade 5

Animal Sound Box
Arabian Nights - Hidden Object Game
Dr. Seuss Green Eggs and Ham
Dr. Seuss How the Grinch Stole Christmas
Dr. Seuss One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish

Language Arts Grade 4
Learn French with Babbel
Learn Italian with Babbel
Learn Portuguese with Babbel
Learn to Play Dinosaur Chess
Reading Trainer

Featured

Math

Reference

Algebra 1: Linearity, Slope, & Direct Variation

BrainPOP Featured Movie

Appolino Number and Amount

BrainPOP Jr. Movie of the Week

Carmen Sandiego Adventures in Math: The
Great Gateway Grab

Common Core Standards

CK-12
Dragonbox+

Intel Education Help Guide: Learning
Windows 8

Geogebra

Intel Learn Easy Steps

Geometry Circumference and Arc Length

Learning in Context: Reading Comprehension

Math Grade 3

National Tech Goes Home

Math Grade 4

Next Generation Science Standards

Math Grade 5

solveIT

Math Grade 6

SkyNews

Math Grade 7

StumbleUpon

Math Grade 8

The Economist

MyBlee/ Multiplication

Twitter

Motion Math: Fractions

WordPress.com

ICTBreak

Motion Math: Hungry Fish
ScootPad
Tangram RT

Music

Science
Biology: Introduction to Photosynthesis
CK-12
Corinth Micro Engine

Grantophone

How Stuff Works

Learn Guitar

Mars Rover Curiosity

Music Maker Jam

NASA Be Martian

Note Trainer

Physics: Electric Current & Resistance by
Adaptive Curriculum

Piano Chords
Piano Time
Play Guitar!
Practice Your Music

Physics: Series and Parallel Circuits
Weird but True by National Geographic Kids

Test Prep
iTooch TOEFL
SATMax

aka.ms/Apps4Edu
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Application

Adobe Reader Touch
Adobe

Adobe Reader Touch has been specially designed for
the new Windows 8 Touch user interface to give you a
great experience working with PDF documents on your
Windows 8 Tablet.

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

Price

6-8 9-12

Classroom Tools

Free

Algebra 1: Linearity,
Slope, & Direct Variation

Jump into the world of standards-based textbook content
with highly interactive explorations, visual explanations
and exercises—all focused on understanding important
Algebra concepts.

Math

$ 8.99

Animal Sound Box

Over 30 animals: Bird, Camel, Cat, Cow, Dog, Donkey
...young kids will learn to recognize animals and their cry.

Early Learning

Free

This app from the appolino series is about arranging,
building and completing numbers. Because it is actionoriented, the joy of learning mathematics in the range of
numbers up to 20, to 100 and to 1000 will be awakened
and encouraged.

Math

Free

Based on the Oxford University Press edition of
Sheherazde, this game features stunning art and
stimulating puzzles designed by award winning game
producer SecretBuilders. Each brain-teasing level unfolds
a scene from the book with beautiful illustrations and
audio excerpts.

Early Learning

Free

Back in Time will take you on a stunning exploration of
the history of our Universe, Earth, Life and Civilization. A
journey through time where each event is documented
with social and historical context, several images, an
illustrative timeline and little-known interesting facts.

History

$7.99

Enter the ever-growing AC VBook library and get
started with Biology ― Introduction to Photosynthesis.
Jump into the world of a standards-based textbook
with a difference: highly interactive explorations,
visual explanations and exercises—all focused on
understanding important biology concepts.

Science

$8.99

Don’t just read books. Experience them.

eReader and
Textbooks

Free

Blu Graphing Calculator is far more than just a
scientific and graphing calculator…it’s a completely
interactive experience that lets you quickly create visual
representations of mathematical functions. Designed to
let you pinch, pull, zoom and more.

Classroom Tools

$2.99

Watch a different animated movie every day, then test
your new knowledge with an interactive quiz. Featured
Movie topics tie in to current events, historical milestones
and figures, holidays, and more! This app is perfect for
informal, exploratory learning at home or on the go.

Reference

Free

The free BrainPOP Jr. Movie of the Week app delivers
a different animated movie every week - plus related
quizzes and educational activities - right to your mobile
device! If you’ve already got a BrainPOP Jr. username
and password, you can log in and access all BrainPOP Jr.
content directly from the app at no additional cost.

Reference

FREE

Adaptive Curriculum

Eric LE ROY

Appolino Number
and Amount

Lehrmittelverlag St. Gallen

Arabian Nights - Hidden
Object Game
SecretBuilders

Back in Time
Landka Ltd

Biology: Introduction to
Photosynthesis
Adaptive Curriculum

Blio

K-NFB Reading Technology

Blu Graphing Calculator
Apexa, Inc

BrainPOP Featured Movie
BrainPOP

BrainPOP Jr. Movie
of the Week
BrainPop

aka.ms/Apps4Edu
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

Carmen Sandiego
Adventures in Math: The
Great Gateway Grab
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Cinch Learning

McGraw Hill School Education

CK-12
CK-12

Class Policy

AssistX Education, LLC

Common Core Standards
Mastery Connect

Corinth Micro Engine
Corinth s.r.o

Didlr
Didlr

Doodle Pad
Inlogitech

Dr. Seuss Green Eggs and
Ham
Oceanhouse Media

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12

Breaking news from Rio De Janeiro, Brazil! The Bellini
statue was stolen from the world famous Maracana
stadium a few hours ago. It looks like an open and shut
case of V.I.L.E villainy. The Chief wants ACME’s best agent
on this, and that means you, detective. Get to Rio fast and
find the arch-criminal who carried out this monumental
malfeasance.

Math

Free

Allowing students to extend the learning experience by
accessing content inside or outside the classroom. With
educational games and social networking elements
—CINCH Learning offers teachers a number of ways
to engage students that go beyond what’s offered by a
“traditional” digital math or science textbook.

eReader and
Textbooks

Free

Our Windows 8 App helps you use over 15+ modalities
including videos, images, quizzes, practice, and fun
interactive learning objects to learn and also teach
Math & Science effectively. Our Math library covers
topics ranging from Algebra, Analysis and Arithmetic to
Statistics, Probability and Geometry. Our Science library
ranges from Earth, Life and Physical science to Biology,
Chemistry and Physics.

Math, Science

Free

ClassPolicy is a next generation classroom management
solution for Windows 8 devices delivered as a cloud
service. With ClassPolicy, teachers are empowered to lead
their students to effectively utilize technology for learning.
Eliminate distractions by restricting web and application
access. Orchestrate your class by automating the
sequence of your lesson plan. Gauge understanding by
quick polling students throughout the lesson.

Classroom Tools

Free
Trial

Quickly find standards by subject, grade, and subject
category (domain/cluster). This app includes Math
standards K-12 and Language Arts standards K-12.
Math standards include both traditional and integrated
pathways and synthesizes Language Arts standards
with the Corresponding College and Career Readiness
Standards (CCR’s)

Reference

Free

Have you ever been interested in types of engines and
how do they work? This ground-breaking 3D interactive
educational app offers all the facts you are looking for
in a visually outstanding, easy-to-understand and fun
package.

Science

Free

Draw and Share—it’s that simple! Didlr is everything
everyone is drawing! Draw on your PC, tablet,
smartphone & on web then share your creations with the
world instantly!

Art, Design,
Photography

Free

DoodlePad is a simple drawing application that allows you
to draw and save your drawings.

Art, Design,
Photography

Free

Kids will love Dr. Seuss’s wacky rhymes and whimsical
illustrations. To promote reading in young children,
individual words are highlighted as the story is read and
words zoom up when pictures are touched. By combining
the original text and artwork of Dr. Seuss with features that
entertain and promote reading.

Early Learning

$2.99

What’s Appening in Education
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

The Grinch hates Who-ville’s holiday celebrations, and
plans to steal all the presents to prevent Christmas from
coming. But the Grinch soon discovers the true meaning
of the holiday, changing his heart forever.

Early Learning

$3.99

Through his rhymes and riddles, Seuss’s intention is clear:
teach children to read in a way that is both entertaining
and educational. From a one-humped Wump and Mister
Gump to yellow pets called the Zeds with one hair upon
their heads, children will be entranced—so amused and
enchanted, in fact, they may not even notice they are
learning to read!

Early Learning

$2.99

On a cold and wet day, two children are visited by a
mischievous cat, wearing a tall, red and white-striped hat.
To entertain the children, the Cat performs wacky tricks,
creating a mess of the house. Will mother find out about
the Cat and see the mess?

Early Learning

$2.99

The story recounts how the Lorax tries to save the Truffula
Forest and its inhabitants from disaster at the hands of
an insatiable factory owner. The Lorax’s pleas are ignored
and tragedy follows. A Dr. Seuss classic, it also serves as an
ecological warning that still rings true today.

Early Learning

$3.99

Secretly teach young kids the basics of algebra. It’s perfect
for giving kids a head start in mathematics and algebra.
Children as young as 4 have solved equations meant for
a 12 year old!

Math

$5.99

In this fun, interactive game for you and your preschooler,
help Chica get dressed by selecting hats, scarves, and
more! Shake the phone to hear Chica chirp and to make
her dance. When you’re done you can save a picture of
your creation, select a greeting, and make a postcard to
email to friends and family

Early Learning

Free

Set the stage for reading success with this delightfully
interactive educational app. Kids will have a blast learning
their ABC’s and building vocabulary with the adorable
monsters in Endless Alphabet. Each word features
an interactive puzzle with talking letters and a short
animation illustrating the definition. Before you know
it, your child will be using words like gargantuan and
cooperate!

Early Learning

Free

English Club

Basic words, advanced words, business terms, hangman,
jumbled words, stories for kids etc – all of which you can
access to learn English and have fun on the go!

Language Arts

Free

First Words With Phonics

Helps children learn the sounds of letters, letter names,
how they form words and spelling. Includes 75 words in
three categories Animals, Vehicles, Shapes & Colors.

Early Learning

Free

FLIP is a free flashcard program designed to be a simple,
yet functional, quizzing program. Even in this early stage
FLIP is a powerful learning tool. FLIP gives the user the
ability to create, review, quiz and examine the results of
custom quizzes.

Classroom Tools

Free

Dr. Seuss How the Grinch
Stole Christmas
Oceanhouse Media

Dr. Seuss One Fish Two
Fish Red Fish Blue Fish
Oceanhouse Media

Dr. Seuss The Cat in
the Hat
Oceanhouse Media

Dr. Seuss The Lorax
Oceanhouse Media

Dragonbox+

WeWantToKnow AS

Dress Chica
Sproutonline

Endless Alphabet
Originator Inc.

Avon Mobility Solutions Private
Limited

Anlock

Flip for Windows 8
Riviera

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

Fotor Color Splash Studio
Everimaging

Free Books – 23,469
classics to go
App Force One, LLC

Fresh Paint

Microsoft Corporation

GeoGebra

Internationales Geogebra Institute
“IGI”

Geometry Circumference
and Arc Length
Adaptive Curriculum

Grantophone
Grant Kot

Guru Cool Play School
KidZone Studios, Inc

Haiku Learning

Haiku Learning Systems

HMH Readers

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

How Stuff Works

Discovery Communications, LLC

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12

Allows users to bring their photos to life by selectively
adding color to a black and white photo. Not only can
you selectively restore a photo’s original color, but you can
choose to add a filter effect to the brushed areas.

Art, Design,
Photography

Free

Browse our handpicked collections, download any one
of our 23,469 classic books instantly, and read anywhere
with our included ereader. On the go? We save your place
automatically.

eReader and
Textbooks

Free

Fresh Paint is an easy to use, free app that includes oil,
watercolors, pencils, and all the tools you need to paint.
Create original masterpieces, turn photos into beautiful
paintings, choose a coloring page for your students,
and even make a framed canvas print of your amazing
creation.

Art, Design,
Photography

Free

GeoGebra is free dynamic mathematics software for
all levels of education that brings together geometry,
algebra, spreadsheets, graphing, statistics and calculus in
one easy-to-use package.

Math

Free

Get ready to enter the AC Vbook library and start your
technology-based learning adventure with Circumference
and Arc Length. Experience the world of standards-based
textbook content with highly interactive explorations,
visual explanations and exercises—all focused on
understanding a mathematical concept.

Math

Free

The Grantophone is an extremely fun yet powerful
musical instrument. The keyboard layout is designed for
touch screens and allows you to be very expressive with
your performance. You can also play around with the
parameters to create a wide variety of interesting sounds.

Music

Free

This is the highest rated and #1 kids app for preschoolers.
This multi-sensory approach to learning that will help keep
kids engaged for hours. Beautiful music, encouraging
sounds, real life pictures and amazing touch experiences
supporting two hands, 10 fingers and stylus.

Early Learning

Free

Haiku Learning for Windows 8.1 gives you quick access
to all of your Haiku class material in a beautiful Windows
8.1 interface. With the Windows 8 app, you can hand in
assignments; view discussions, assessments, and other
activities; and create To-Dos that can be linked to any
activity.

Classroom Tools

Free

HMH Readers feature interesting non-fiction and fiction
selections designed for young readers to reinforce
reading skills, to promote academic vocabulary
acquisition, and to improve reading fluency and
comprehension.

eReader

Free

HowStuffWorks explains thousands of topics, from
engines to lock-picking to ESP, with video and illustrations
so you can learn how everything works.

Reference

Free

What’s Appening in Education
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

An interactive and dynamic source of news on Education.
ICT Break delivers you the information that you need,
before you know you need it. By bringing together
current information and news articles from across the
world of education, ICT Break provides you with relevant
information at your fingertips.

Reference

Free

Great for educators and students, the Intel® Education
Learning Windows 8 app can help you find time-tested
friends like the Desktop, charms, live tiles, and an option
to power down to get your through airport security and
onto your destination.

Reference

Free

The Intel® Learn Easy Steps program addresses the
needs of adults and youth around the world who seek
to learn basic digital literacy skills. Its simple instructional
approach teaches basic computer literacy, which is a key
21st century skill, enabling enhanced social and economic
self-sufficiency.

Reference

Free

The iTooch TOEFL Prep App is designed to help students
learn about and practise skills needed for the TOEFL
exam. It covers the speaking, listening, reading and
writing sections and offers students the chance to tackle
TOEFL style questions and to learn essential tips.

Test Prep

$4.99

Kids Colors

Kids Colors lets toddlers and preschoolers learn to
recognize colors and name them in ways that are really
fun.

Early Learning

Free

Kids Shapes

Children will love playing Kids Shapes and while having
great fun.

Early Learning

Free

Tooch apps are learning games that are created by
passionate teachers, educational professionals, and
game designers, many of whom are also parents. The
Language Arts
collaboration of these specialists have resulted in an
innovative learning game, based on simple interface and
game dynamics, that genuinely motivates children to learn.

$4.99

Tooch apps are learning games that are created by
passionate teachers, educational professionals, and
game designers, many of whom are also parents. The
Language Arts
collaboration of these specialists have resulted in an
innovative learning game, based on simple interface and
game dynamics, that genuinely motivates children to learn.

$4.99

Tooch apps are learning games that are created by
passionate teachers, educational professionals, and
game designers, many of whom are also parents. The
Language Arts
collaboration of these specialists have resulted in an
innovative learning game, based on simple interface and
game dynamics, that genuinely motivates children to learn.

$4.99

ICT Break

RM Education

Intel Education Help
Guide: Learning
Windows 8
Clarity Innovations, Inc.

Intel Learn Easy Steps
Clarity Innovations, Inc.

iTooch TOEFL
eduPad

Intellijoy

Intellijoy

Language Arts Grade 3
eduPad

Language Arts Grade 4
eduPad

Language Arts Grade 5
eduPad

Learn French with Babbel Interactive, quick & fun. 3000 French vocabulary words
Lesson Nine GmbH

with images, pronunciation and example sentences.

Language Arts

Free

Learn Guitar

Play, pause and rewind tutorials of the most amazing
songs (and riffs) ever performed.

Music

Free

Web Surfaces

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

Learn Italian with Babbel

Interactive, quick & fun. 3000 Italian vocabulary words
with images, pronunciation and example sentences.

Language Arts

Free

Learn Portuguese with
Babbel

Interactive, quick & fun. 3000 Portuguese vocabulary
words with images, pronunciation and example
sentences.

Language Arts

Free

You start off as a small hatchling but grow quickly in size
as each chess lesson is finished. The action takes you
through different parts of the dinosaur’s world from
jungles to forests. Here you learn the chess skills that will
help you grow enough to defeat the other dinosaurs in
battle.

Language Arts

$3.99

This App is not like any other “telling time app”. Where
most merely let kids practice with some exercises, Fun
Clock contains storytelling, explaining how the clock
works, including funny animations.

Early Learning

$1.99

Learning in Context: Reading Comprehension aids
students in learning how to read text passages for
comprehension. Students will collect and review
vocabulary words, and will complete short exercises
to check their understanding. This app was created
by Clarity Innovations with support from the Intel
Corporation.

Reference

$1.99

NASA’s Mars Rover Curiosity, landed on Mars August 6th,
2012. Explore this amazing SUV-sized rover, and learn
about the tools that it will use to explore the Martian
landscape.

Reference

Free

MasteryAssess allows students to take assignments,
tests, quizzes, and common formative assessments.
Teachers save time in grading student assignments and
assessments. Teachers can easily create and upload an
assessment/assignment in any format (Word, PDF, etc)
and deliver them automatically to the device.

Classroom Tools

Free

iTooch Math Grade 3 is the largest collection of
educational activities of the Windows Store for third
graders. The app’s curriculum is based on the US national
standards (CCSS).

Math

$4.99

iTooch Math Grade 4 is the largest collection of
educational activities of the Windows Store for fourth
Math
graders. The app’s curriculum is based on the US national
standards (CCSS).

$4.99

iTooch Math Grade 5 is the largest collection of
educational activities of the Windows Store for fifth
graders. The app’s curriculum is based on the US national
standards (CCSS).

Math

$4.99

iTooch Math Grade 6 is the largest collection of
educational activities of the Windows Store for sixth
Math
graders. The app’s curriculum is based on the US national
standards (CCSS).

$4.99

Lesson Nine GmbH

Lesson Nine GmbH

Learn to Play Dinosaur
Chess
Universis Technology LTd

Learn to Tell Time
Mingoville A/S

Learning in Context:
Reading Comprehension
Clarity Innovations, Inc.

Mars Rover Curiosity
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

MasteryAssess
Mastery Connect

Math Grade 3
eduPad

Math Grade 4
eduPad

Math Grade 5
eduPad

Math Grade 6
eduPad

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

Math Grade 7
eduPad

Math Grade 8
eduPad

Motion Math: Hungry
Fish
Motion Math

Motion Math: Fractions
Motion Math

Music Maker Jam
MAGIX

My Baby Drum
DOKDOAPPS

My Baby Piano
DOKDOAPPS

MyBlee/ Multiplication
myblee

MyHomework
instin

NASA Be Martian

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12

iTooch Math Grade 7 is the largest collection of
educational activities of the Windows Store for seventh
graders. The app’s curriculum is based on the US national
standards (CCSS).

Math

$4.99

iTooch Math Grade 8 is the largest collection of
educational activities of the Windows Store for eighth
graders. The app’s curriculum is based on the US national
standards (CCSS)

Math

$4.99

Feed your fish and play with numbers! Practice mental
addition and subtraction with Motion Math: Hungry
Fish, a delightful learning game that’s fun for children
and grownups. Make delicious sums by pinching two
numbers together—instant addition! Keep feeding your
fish to win a level and unlock new colors and fins.

Math

$3.99

Motion Math helps learners estimate four forms of
fractions: numerator over denominator (1/2), percents
(50%), decimals (.5), and pie charts. Perceiving fractions
quickly and accurately is needed for advanced math
success.

Math

$2.99

Music Maker Jam is the first app that combines easy
music creation with maximum fun. In no time at all you’ll
be producing your own hits thanks to a huge selection of
professionally produced loops and styles!

Music

Free

“My baby drum” for the development of your baby’s
sensibility. Provides various children’s songs and authentic
drumming. Add drum sounds to children’s songs to
make exciting musical performance. When touched, the
program activates animations and sound to stimulate
children’s curiosity.

Early Learning

Free

This application provides various children’s songs and
authentic piano tunes. Add piano children’s songs to
make exciting musical performance. When touched, the
program activates animations and sound to stimulate
children’s curiosity.

Early Learning

Free

The 6 levels of difficulties “Multiplication tables–myBlee”
allow students to learn their multiplication tables and to
practice them while having fun! This lesson is appropriate
for students from 2nd grade through 5th. Thanks to
myBlee hand recognition system, the child can write as he
would do on paper.

Math

$3.49

MyHomework is a planner app that helps students stay
organized by tracking classes, assignments and tests on
Windows and other devices.

Classroom Tools

Free

Space exploration is no longer limited to the intrepid
few, but is open to us all as members of a spacefaring
society. Be part of exploration and discovery in these
times, and personally contribute to the expansion of
human knowledge for all of us now, and as a legacy for
those who follow.

Reference

Free
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

National Tech Goes Home
Clarity Innovations, Inc.

Nearpod
Nearpod

Next Generation Science
Standards
Mastery Connect

Note Anytime

MetaMoJi Corporation

Note Trainer
Big Box Labs

OneNote
Microsoft

Photo Editor
Aviary Inc.

Price

6-8 9-12

National Tech Goes Home offers free resources for
parents, students, and teachers. They’re grouped in five
categories: LIVE for personal wellness, LEARN for selfdirected online learning, EARN for managing spending
and saving, WORK for becoming college and career
ready, and PLAY for finding cultural and recreational
opportunities.

Reference

Free

The Nearpod platform enables teachers to use their
tablets to manage content on students’ devices. It
combines presentation, collaboration, and real-time
assessment tools into one integrated solution.

Classroom Tools

Free

A great reference for teachers, parents, and students to
easily read and understand the standards. Quickly find
standards by various topic arrangements or keyword
search.

Reference

Free

Use Note Anytime to mark up contracts and critical
business documents, take quick notes or calendar lists,
make sketches around photos and graphics and share
them on social media or email.

Classroom Tools

$1.99

86% of piano teachers consider sight reading to be the
most important skill. Move away from rote memorization
techniques and learn how to read music notes in a natural
and engaging way. Note Trainer increases in speed and
difficulty over time so that you can quickly learn to read
music effortlessly.

Music

$1.99

Microsoft OneNote is your digital notebook for keeping
track of what’s important in your life. Jot down your ideas,
keep track of classroom and meeting notes, clip from
the web, make a to-do list as well as draw and sketch
your ideas. OneNote is your one place to capture and
organize everything.

Classroom Tools

Free

Aviary is a powerful, fast, and fun photo editor for we an
easy way to edit photos on the go with no fuss.

Art, Design,
Photography

Free

Science

$2.99

Jump into the world of standards-based content with
highly interactive explorations, visual explanations,
and exercises—all focused on understanding a physics
concept. AC VBooks offer exciting, personalized activities
with widgets and cool graphics that can’t be found in
textbooks.

Science

$2.99

A piano chord database and analyzer. Play and the app
shows what chord you are playing (including inversions of
alternate chords). Choose chords from the database and
let the app play and show them for you.

Music

Free

Get ready to enter the AC Vbook library and start your

Physics: Electric Current technology-based learning adventure with Electric
& Resistance by Adaptive Current and Resistance. Experience the world of
standards-based textbook content with highly interactive
Curriculum
Adaptive Curriculum

Physics: Series and
Parallel Circuits
Adaptive Curriculum

Piano Chords
Thomas Heder

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

explorations, visual explanations and exercises—all
focused on understanding a physics concept.
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

Piano Time
Revel Software

Play Guitar!
Davilovick

Practice Your Music
Practice Your Music

Preschool Activities
Vidyatech Solutions Pvt Ltd

Reading Trainer
HeKu IT GmbH

SATMax

TestMax Inc

ScootPad

Scootpad Corporation

Shared Whiteboard
Akison Software

Sherlock Holmes - The
Blue Diamond Object
Game
SecretBuilders

SkyDrive

Microsoft Corporation

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12

Piano Time is a multitouch piano with 36 visible keys and
4 selectable octaves. With a configurable metronome,
users can learn to play the piano or practice their skills, as
well as record and playback unlimited songs. Piano Time
supports multitouch screen, keyboard, and mouse input.

Music

Free

Play Guitar! turns your Windows 8 machine into a virtual
guitar. You can press and strum strings, just like a real
guitar. Play Guitar! helps you learn what notes lie on the
frets of the guitar. It is a very useful tool for every aspiring
guitarist.

Music

Free

Practice Your Music provides you with a musical ensemble
so you can practice your instrument. Feel part of a real
band while enjoying your instrument. Mute or change
the volume of any of the performers so you can play their
part. The application will also show you scores of any of
the musicians that perform the song.

Music

Free

This application helps small children learn to write the
alphabet. The idea is that the machine does not get tired,
frustrated, or snappy. It has infinite time and patience.
And the children can learn to write when they want. The
app is motivating, rewarding good performance, and
remediating, giving encouraging and non-threatening
corrective feedback when it diagnoses that a mistake may
have been made.

Early Learning

Free

Reading Trainer improves your reading speed and
retention rate with 12 challenging and fun exercises.

Language Arts

$4.99

Harvard alumni developed SATMax, the first SAT
prep course available on the Windows Store. SATMax
contains video lessons, multiple choice question sets and
flashcards assignments.

Test Prep

Free

ScootPad is an adaptive learning platform for grades
K-5 (Math, Reading, Spelling, Vocabulary, Writing etc.).
Delivers continuously personalized learning experience
for each student enabling comprehensive practice,
accelerated progress and rapid concept mastery.
Curriculum is 100% Common Core Standards aligned.

Math

Free

Shared Whiteboard lets you project your whiteboard to
computers near you or around the world. Never needs
ink, automatically saves, what more could you ask?
Collaborate now!

Classroom Tools

Free

Sherlock Holmes: The Blue Diamond is a wonderfully
illustrated hidden object puzzle game based on the
book by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The game takes you
through the detective mystery with high-quality AUDIO
NARRATION!

Early Learning

$1.49

Store any file on SkyDrive and it’s automatically available
to access or share from any device. With SkyDrive
for Windows 8, your files in the cloud are just a touch
away. You can easily view, upload, and share your files
on SkyDrive and even access your SkyDrive files across
Windows 8 apps.

Classroom Tools

Free
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

SkyNews

British Sky Broadcasting

Socrative
2.0

Socrative

solveIT

Janison Solutions

Sprout's Good Night Star
Sproutonline

StumbleUpon
Stumble Upon, Inc

Tag Touch Art Gallery
Brown Graphics Group

Tangram RT
Myriopolis

TapTotalk
Assistyx LLC

TeacherKit

ITWorx.

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12

Sky News brings you the latest breaking news and top
stories, together with Live Sky News TV, so that you can
keep up to date with all the latest stories, whatever you
are doing.

Reference

Free

Educators can initiate formative assessments through
quizzes, quick question polls, exit tickets and space
races all with their Socrative Windows app. Socrative will
instantly grade, aggregate and provide graphs of results
to help you identify opportunities for further instruction.
Save time and visualize student understanding when it
matters, now!

Classroom Tools

Free

SolveIT provides example collaborative assessment
activities for students. Collaborative assessments are new
types of online assessments where students must work
together to solve problems. Students pick a task and then
use chat and interactive actions to work together on the
task. When they are finished a score is awarded for both
how well they completed the task and how well they
collaborated together to solve the task.

Reference

Free

Introducing a fun, new, interactive game for you and your
preschooler from The Good Night Show on Sprout.
Your preschooler can practice their bedtime routine with
Sprout’s lovable character, Star. Brush Star’s teeth, wash
Star’s Face, read a Sprouterrific story to Star and get him
ready for bed. Then your Sproutlet can gently rock Star
to sleep. You can also sing along to your favorite Good
Night Show songs like Brusha Brusha and Twinkle Twinkle.

Early Learning

Free

Escape the ordinary. StumbleUpon takes the boring
ol’ Internet and makes it way more awesome by only
showing you stuff you like. Tap or click on the Stumble
button and explore an epic wonderland of videos,
photos, and web pages personalized just for you.

Reference

Free

TAG (Touch Art Gallery) created by Brown University
in partnership with Microsoft Research, is a way for
museums, libraries, and other collectors to display
collections of 2D artworks and manuscripts too large or
too fragile to display, or otherwise inaccessible. It allows
visitors to explore high resolution images, related material
selected by the curator, and interactive tours.

Art, Design,
Photography

Free

The famous puzzle game, simple to play with endless
possibilities. Tangram is a Chinese puzzle game
consisting of seven shapes. The purpose is forming a
figure using all seven shapes. You can create your own
pattern and share them. Also, you can play with patterns
shared by other players.

Math

Free

TapToTalk turns any Windows 8 device into an affordable
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC)
device. Tap a picture–TapToTalk speaks.

Accessibility

Free

TeacherKit is a simple and intuitive interface that enables
teachers to track attendance, manage their students and
classes. Teachers can manually add students’ status with
color code such as late, sick, etc.

Classroom Tools

Free
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Application

Description

Category

Age grade
Pre-K K-5

Teq PD
Teq Inc

The Economist

The Economist Newspaper

Twitter

Twitter, Inc

Visolve for Modern UI
Ryobi Systems Solutions

Weird but True by
National Geographic Kids
National Geographic Society

WordPress.com
Authomattic

aka.ms/Apps4Edu

Price

6-8 9-12

The Teq PD app provides access to Teq’s collection
of short professional development videos on SMART
Notebook, SMART Response, and the SMART Table.
Topics include getting started with your SMART Board,
the basics of using SMART Notebook, and advanced
SMART Notebook techniques.

Classroom Tools

$1.99

The Economist is a weekly international news and
business publication, offering clear reporting,
commentary and analysis on world current affairs,
business, finance, science and technology, culture, society,
media and the arts.

Reference

Free

Get real-time stories, pictures, videos, conversations,
ideas, and inspiration all in your timeline. Follow people
and your interests to get unfiltered access and unique
behind-the-scenes perspectives. Express yourself with
photos, videos and comments.

Reference

Free

Visolve is the assistive software for people with color
vision deficiency, commonly called color blindness. Its
desktop version has been used by many people around
the world, and now this is its Modern UI version. Visolve
for Modern UI can apply some color transformations,
which are same as desktop version, and simulations to
an image taken by camera, saved in the file, or copied in
clipboard.

Accessibility

$1.49

Filled with wacky facts and tantalizing trivia that will
engage curious kids and parents alike, Weird But True
presents each fact in a fun, colorful, and interactive format
that will keep kids entertained and learning. And parents
can rest easy knowing that each fact is age-appropriate
and handpicked by a brand they know and trust: National
Geographic Kids.

Reference

Free

Browse the best original content on WordPress.com,
including articles and photography on travel, art,
entertainment, food, and much more. Sign in with
your WordPress.com account to read blogs you follow
and easily share cool content you find on the web by
reblogging it on your WordPress.com site.

Reference

Free
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